Parker Faces Tough Schedule

Tigers seek replacements

With Maryland and North Carolina State owning most of the stock in ACC football this fall it appears Clemson will need to find an ample replacement for graduated quarterback Ken Pengitore if it is to improve on last year's 5-6 record.

Last season the Tigers did manage to win three more games than predictors said they would. Red Parker's first year as coach. Thirty-eight lettermen including 14 starters return and the more dedicated Tiger fan has adopted "Excitement Galore," to describe the '74 Tigers.

Last season the Tigers netted 4,009 yards of real estate and scored more points (231) than any other Clemson team since the 1969 Bluebonnet Bowl champs. But gone from these impressive statistics are ACC signal caller Pengitore, starting running backs Smiley Sanders and Jack Washington, slot back Gordy Bengel, center John Bolubasz, defensive ends Bob Jones and Jeff Stocks and defensive tackle Bruce Deacock.

For the moment Parker has tabbed redshirt Mike O'Cain from Orangeburg to direct the triple option. Senior Mark Pellers and a redshirt, Joey Riley, could also log much playing time at quarterback during the season.

Sophomore Ken Callicut rushed for over 500 yards last season and should lead the Tiger running corps this season. Leading the Tiger receivers is Bennie Cunningham, an All-America candidate at tight end.

"Defensively we should be better in eight or nine positions," said Parker. "We are not nearly as strong or quick or aggressive as we need to be at tackle.

Clemson leads rivalry

Clemson holds a 40-28 won-loss advantage over Carolina in their football series, which began in 1896 and has been played every year since 1969.

Carolina has won four of the last six, with Clemson taking the 1971 and 1972 games, 17-7 and 4-6. Last year Carolina won 32-20 at Clemson's Memorial Stadium.

This year's game will be played Nov. 23, one week earlier than the games in the past several years were played. Although the games are often tight and low scoring, the last shutout was in 1959, when the Tigers won 27-0. The last Carolina shutout was in 1952, when USC took a 6-0 win.

ASMER'S CORK AND BOTTLE SHOP

Located in 5 Points at corner of Harden & Blossom

.... for the LARGEST SELECTION of imported wine at the LOWEST PRICES in town visit Asmer's Wholesale Department:

| Liebfraumilch  | 1.99 |
| Sangria        | 1.99 |
| Lambrusco      | 1.99 |

an example of the many wines on sale

14oz. Milwaukee $6.20 case
12oz. Budweiser $6.70 case
12oz. Pabst $5.65 case

We also carry a complete line of party mixers.

254-7484  254-6074